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Your mission is to prepare a debate called « Europe decoders – info/intox » - which aims 
at answering  questions, accusations and critics from citizens about the European Union.   

Recall 
During the previous session you voted for the following initiative:

Main objectives:

Subject-matter: 

Thanks to the tips given to you by the drama teacher during the first session, you now know how 
to introduce your initiative and how to speak clearly and convincingly so that you seem 
confident and your audience’s attention.

Following the presentation, the representatives of the Commission may give you feedback 

during the 9 May evening.

Preparation
Preparation does not start the day before the event ! Do not forget to prepare :

Technical equipment ; Posters and advertising material for the event ; Invitations to dispatch ; 
Refreshments for the public and the speakers ; Questions for the speakers.

Questions
On 9 May you will be presenting your initiative to representatives of the European Commission 
and other European actors! Several experts on European affairs representatives will be attending 
and will listen to your presentation and answer your questions.
You will be able to ask a few questions at the debate night. Write them in the space below:
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Communication :
Remember the success of the event depends a lot on communication and promotion actions  you 

will have proceeded  in advance : short and attractive texts, succesful graphics, anticipated  

dispatch of invitations. 

Using the example below by Nicolas Vadot, the Commission’s ‘Deciphering Europe’ artist, draw a 

picture representing the idea (plastics) behind your European Citizens’ Initiative. 

As your chosen topic is plastic, your drawing should make clear reference to this topic and highlight 

the environmental problems caused by plastic and the solutions set out in your initiative.

The character in blue represents the EU trying to fight against tax invasion by adopting several rules. As a 

matter of facts, there are European fscal havens, harming tax harmonisation. This is a challenge which leads 

to recurrent debates between the Member states. On the drawing this fight 

is personified by a trimmer who wants to saw off the tree representing tax invasion. 

For your drawing concentrate on your topic and draw something inspired  in relation to your citizen 

initiative. Show  your initiative subject on your drawing and underline environmental issues caused 

by plastic or the solutions you want to suggest. 
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The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the 
contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use 

which may be made of the information contained therein. 
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